
Subject: Re: References to evidence
From: jk@koremail.com
Date: 10/13/2023, 7:39 AM
To: Qin Lu <csluqin@comp.polyu.edu.hk>

Dear Dr Lu,

noted, thank you.

John

On 2023-10-13 07:27, Qin Lu wrote:

Dear John,

I am going to add an agenda item to discuss this.

Thanks,

Lu Qin

On 10/12/2023 11:25 AM, jk@koremail.com wrote:

Dear Dr Lu,

In ws2021 there have been many request for more evidence source information to be
supplied. For the next working set it would be beneficial if the evidence sources
(date, title, page etc) was included in all submissions in the excel files such in a
way that it displayed clearly in the ORT from the start. It would be seem good to
discuss this early on to allow time for suitable redrafting of PnP during IRG#61.

Yours sincerely
John Knightley
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IRGN2639 WS2024 Submission Feedback
Date: 2023-10-15
Source: Henry Chan
Action: For consideration by IRG
Pages: 1

There are numerous issues with the current Working Set process.

- Insufficient source data (as mentioned by John Knightely)
- Too much evidence for characters where the suitability to encode was never disputed
- Huge backlog of comments which makes it difficult for ORT manager and Chief Editor to

process.
- One working set takes many reviews but not all the issues are discussed and handled

before stabilization.
- The throughput is quite low, around 5000 characters over 3 years.
- The 5% rule had not been actively enforced for WS2021, or that issues were discovered

after the working set had already been assembled.
- Enforcement is problematic to the Chief Editor and the ORT manager as it means a lot of

attributes need to be manually updated and lots of evidence files need to be re-uploaded.

I suggest for WS2024 and onwards we split into a two step process with a separate collection
system and review system.

In the collection system, member bodies will submit all character data, glyph and evidence. The
collection system will warn if any of the submitted data is not consistent, e.g. missing evidence,
missing radical/stroke data, evidence names which do not match the evidence, etc.

The collection system will also allow IRG member bodies and individual contributors to submit
pre-screening feedback. Individual feedback will NOT be discussed in the meeting, but is solely for
the submitter’s review only. Submitters will be allowed to withdraw the character directly on the
collection system if they believe their character was submitted in error.

Uploading of all evidences should be completed before 3 months before IRG #62. All characters
that pass the automated check will be transferred into WS 2024 and WS 2024 v1.0 will be
distributed by the ORT manager after 2 weeks.

To help facilitate higher quality submissions, the collection system would be reopened after all
characters are transferred to WS2024. This will give more time for submitters to prepare their data
and fix any issues in their submission before it is grouped into the next working set. Submitters
would be encouraged to submit their repertoire as soon as they are ready on a rolling basis to get
earlier review and feedback.

When IRG proceeds to WS2026, submitters should submit their repertoire by providing a list of
source references already in the collection system. That way we can ensure the quality of
WS2026. If the quality of the working set repertoire is higher, we can reduce the amount of reviews
necessary and speed up the release process. Hopefully we can aim for one finalized working set
every 1.5 years / 2 years instead of 2.5 years.
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Attributes

		Character Reference		Codepoint		Radical		Stroke Count		First Stroke		Total Stroke		IDS		Variants		Pronunciation		Normalization Ref.		Total No. of Evidences		Notes		Submission Guidelines:
1. Please input the codepoint in the font file in hex notation without the "U+" prefix.
2. Please refer to the IRG PnP for filling out the radical, stroke count, first stroke and total stroke columns.
2a. The radical should be in the "X.X" format, e.g. 1.0, 123.0, 123.1, 123.2.
2b. The stroke count, first stroke and total stroke should follow IRG stroke counting rules. Please refer to IRG PnP and IRGN954AR, IRGN1105, and IRGN2221.
3. Please input any variants or potentially unifiable characters in the "Variants" column. You may specify either the character or the codepoint. If there is more than one, please use comma to separate. Please also specify the nature of the variant if applicable, such as Trad Variant or Simp Variant.
4. Please provide the pronunciation if available. If there are more than one pronunciation, please use comma to separate.
5. You may provide any input which may be useful for IRG work in the Notes column. You may add additional columns after the Notes column if you have more data which IRG may be interested in.
6. If you wish to submit secondary radicals / secondary stroke count / secondary first stroke, please add separate columns after the Notes column.
7. Please remove this section before uploading to the online collection system.

		ZZ-00001		F0000		 182.0		10		1		33				村		cun1

		ZZ-00002		F0001		 11.0		12		4		10				坡		bo1



























































Evidence

		Character Reference		File Name		Source		Source URL(optional)		Submission Guidelines:
1. Please input one row per file. Accepted file types include 'png', `jpg`, `pdf`, `webp`. Please ensure that all files must be under 1MB and should be under 400 KB if possible.
2. Please ensure that each character reference has one or more corresponding files.
3a. In the source name, if your evidence comes from a book, please provide the name of the book, date, the author (if applicable), and the corresponding page number or folio (if applicable).
3b. If the evidence is of a photo building or place, please include the name of the place where the photo was taken.
4. Please remove this section before submission to the online collection system.

		ZZ-00001		ZZ-00001-001.jpg		Book name 1 page 10

		ZZ-00001		ZZ-00001-002.jpg		Book name 2 page 40

		ZZ-00002		ZZ-00002-001.pdf		Book name 1 page 11

























































